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Book Awards: A Key to Gems from New and
Established Authors and Illustrators
BY KAREN

I.

ADAMS AND LEAH VAN BELLE

People sometimes complain about "artificially" selected awards that don't reflect tastes of ordinary peopleawards for books, films, music, or television. There was national upheaval when the 1939 Best Actor Academy
Award went not to Clark Gable for "Gone with the Wind" but to Robert Donat for "Goodbye, Mr. Chips." And
who could foresee when, in 1953, the Newbery Award was given to The Secret of the Andes, a wonderful book
about hidden Inca riches, that E. B. White's Charlotte's Web, only given honor recognition, was destined to
become a modern classic, its characters-Wilbur the pig and Charlotte the spider-still loved by children
almost 60 years later?
But, nevertheless, many times awards line up perfectly with popular tastes, and this year, as we review the
major award winners, some amazing books in a wide breadth of genres have been selected, to which children
are already responding extremely well. The oldest award, the Newbery, recognizing the best written text,
includes The Graveyard Book, a blending of murder mystery, history, and fantasy; The Underneath, blending
two stories of love and abandonment, told over a thousand year span, that collide at the book's climax; The
Surrender Tree: Poems of Cuba's Struggle for Freedom using shared poetic responses from different perspectives; Savvy, humorous fiction with a touch of fantasy; and a "coming of age" story, After Tupac and D Foster.
The Caldecott Medal, the ALA's award for "most distinguished American picture book" includes a wonderful
grouping this year: a concept book, The House in the Night; Uri Shulevitz' autobiographical story of hope
during his family's survival during the second World War, How I Learned Geography; an amazing biographical work of art, A River of Words: The Story of William Carlos Williams; and the lighthearted A Couple of Boys
Have the Best Week Ever.
The Coretta Scott King Award, given to African American authors and illustrators whose works "promote
understanding and appreciation of the culture of all peoples and their contribution" (King Award, 2009, 13)
in realizing the "American dream of a pluralistic society," (King Award, 2009, 13) includes the wonderful
non-fiction We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball as well as poetry collections-The Blacker
the Berry in which children compare themselves to different colored fruits; Keeping the Night Watch, dealing
with family problems; and the biographical Becoming Billie Holiday, using poems tied to Holiday's song titles.
Another musician biography includes Before John Was a Jazz Giant: A Song of John Coltrane, while the King
New Talent Award highlights Bird, focusing on substance abuse.
Honoring writers and illustrators who best "portray, affirm, and celebrate the Latino cultural experience"
(Pura Belpre, 2009, H) the Pura Belpre Awards, established in 1996, have selected a comparably diverse
collection, many works already honored with other awards. Unique honorees include the lighthearted Just
in Case: A Trickster Tale and Spanish Alphabet Book, using a humorous Mexican playing card motif with a
rollicking bilingual text. Reaching Out continues Francisco Jimenez' heart-wrenching narrative of growing up
in a family of migratory farm workers, while The Storyteller's Candle is a dual-language biography of Pura
Belpre, for whom this award is named. Two simple stories for very young readers, Papa and Me and What Can
You Do with a Rebozo?, will be welcomed by preschool teachers.
The Theodor Seuss Geisel (Dr. Seuss) Award, for distinguished authors and illustrators of books for "beginning readers," (Geisel Award, 2009, H) includes Are You Ready to Play Outside?, bringing Gerald and Piggie
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back for young readers; Wolfsnail: A Backyard Predator, a simple informational book;
and One Boy, a math concept book. Stinky presents a grouchy little forest animal told
in graphic novel style, and Chicken Said, "Cluck!" is a humorous tale of how members
of a farmyard grouping realize they must work together if they are to survive.
To round out the major awards, the Robert F. Sibert Informational Book award
includes two books quite distinct from one another even in title: Bodies from the Ice:
Melting Glaciers and the Recovery of the Past and What to Do about Alice?: How Alice
Roosevelt Broke the Rules, Charmed the World, and Drove her Father Teddy Crazy!
Clearly, this year's award winners represent a plethora of genres from non-fiction
to fantasy to historical fiction to murder mystery to poetry. There are many sure to
continue as popular, much-loved hooks for years to come, with content that will not
fade over time and illustrations that are works of lasting beauty. We hope you will
enjoy reading our more fully fleshed-out book reviews as much as we enjoyed writing
them and that you will read all of these wonderful books. And now, Let the Award
Celebration Begin ....

CALDECOTT AWARDS
Caldecott Award Book
Swanson, S. (2008). The House in the Night. (B. Krommes, Ill.). Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company. Unpaged. ISBN-13:978-0-618-86244-3. (Hardcover): $17.00
In the traditional pattern of cumulative folk tales such as
The House that Jack Built and The Gingerbread Man, Susan
Swanson's story of The House in the Night, with Beth Krommes' Caldecott Award winning illustrations, will provide young
children the perfect bedtime story. The adventure begins as a
child receives the "key to the house," a house full of light that
leads to drawing of a bird whose flight and song provide imaginative perspectives of earth and the moon as it reflects the sunlight.
In cumulative style, all of these simple ideas are repeated as the
bird and moon watch over everyone. The little girl's mother enters
the bedroom to gather everything together after she has fallen
asleep, holding onto her favorite teddy bear with a mother cat
and a few kittens curled at the foot of her bed, her pet dog with
his own teddy bear nearby. And the smiling moon with its beams
coming through the window is watching over everyone.
Young children aged 3 through 7 will love hearing this book read
over and over again and will be intrigued by the beautiful lined,
scratchboard drawings created by Krommes that give The House in
the Night such a feeling of peace and simplicity.-KIA

Caldecott Award Honor Books
Frazee, M. (2008). A Couple of Boys Have the Best Week Ever. New York: Harcourt.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-15-206020-6. (Hardcover): $16.00
Marla Frazee's A Couple of Boys Have the Best Week Ever is the humorously exaggerated tale of young James who accompanies his friend Eamon to his grandparents', Bill
and Pam, beach house for "a week of nature camp." James, who as never been away
from home, brings an enormous number of belongings to keep him company.
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The boys find the idea of "nature camp" not quite as active as they had planned, especially as he tries to educate them regularly with tales of the trips he and Pam have
taken to exotic parts of the world. Pam balances his educational efforts with enormous
amounts of unhealthy food, which gives the boys lots of sugar-powered energy they
burn off adventuring in their basement bedroom. By the end of "nature camp," James
and Eamon, or "Jamon" as they have now bonded, reflect on what a great success it has
been-more of a "Sit-Around Camp" than a go outside and exercise camp. As a final
activity they make a surprise for Bill-an Antarctic scene using shells to create the
penguins he loves so much.
James and Eamon leave with a secret handshake, a special penguin walk, and hopes
of a reunion at "nature camp" next summer. A Couple of Boys Have the Best Week Ever,
with an engaging text and delightful illustrations that garnered one of this year's
Caldecott Honor medals will hold the attention of children aged 6 through 9.-KIA

Bryant, J. (2008). A River of Words: The Story of William Carlos Williams. (M. Sweet,
Ill.). Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Books for Young Readers. Unpaged. ISBN:
9780-8028-5302-8. (Hardcover): $17.00
A River of Words: The Story of William Carlos Williams is Jen Bryant's extremely
creative biography of the poet who balanced his love of words and
desire for a life of creativity with his realization that he would, in
fact, need to earn a living.
The young reader sees Willie growing up playing baseball and
racing with his friends but also wandering through the woods and
fields and enjoying the sights and smells there. His mother, always
a great supporter, tells others that he "has sharp eyes." In high
school his English teacher challenged him with the poetry he read
until Willie began to write his own poems but in a new way-not
copying the more traditional poems of others, but writing about the
things he knew and letting his poetry find its "own special shape on
the page."
Going to college to study medicine, he met people who would one day
be famous as writers and painters, and they spent time discussing
the arts. And although he did, indeed, take up the role of physician in
his hometown, he continued to scribble poetry on the back of prescription pads and wrote diligently at the end of every day, so that by the
end of his life he had published 48 books of poetry and been awarded
the Pulitzer Prize.
_.,.,,,,..--~=-

A River of Words is an amazing work of art in itself-put together with many of Williams's poems juxtaposed throughout, including the iconic "so much depends upon a red
wheel barrow .... " Young readers aged 7 and up will surely be enticed to read more of
Williams's work.-KIA
Shulevitz, U. (2008). How I Learned Geography. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux.
Unpaged. ISBN-13:978-0-374-33499-4. (Hardcover): $16.95.
Uri Shulevitz, whose previous work has been recognized with Caldecott medals, has
drawn upon his own life experience for How I Learned Geography. During the Second
World War, at age 4, when he and his family were forced to evacuate Warsaw and
relocate to what is now Kazakhstan, it was his father's unique and inventive approach
to life that kept the family going.
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One day his father returned from the market not with the loaf of bread that Uri and
his mother had anticipated, but with an extremely large and colorful world map
that covered their entire wall. Although Uri, forced to go to bed hungry, was at first
"furious"-sure he would never forgive his father, the map ultimately became his
window to the outer world. He studied every detail, copying sections on precious scraps
of paper and making up rhymes from the strange-sounding cities he found as though
they were "magic" incantations:
Okazaki Miyazaki Pinsk
Pennsylvania Transylvania Minsk!
Imagining the countries he found on this amazing map, he traveled to ''burning deserts
... snowy mountains ... wondrous temples" filled with stone carvings and singing birds,
visited fruit groves where he ate papayas and mangoes as he pleased, and visited cities
with skyscrapers full of so many windows he could not finish counting them all before
he fell asleep. Such imaginative traveling takes him far from his "hunger and misery"
and, most importantly, allowed him to forgive his father and see that "he was right,
after all."

How I Learned Geography is a beautiful story of how a person needs to be fed-both
imaginatively and physically. Uri Shulevitz has reminded each of us that in the midst
of misery there are many ways to find encouragement. Children aged 5 through 10 will
love this book and its colorful illustrations.-KIA

NEWBERY A WARDS
Newbery Award Book
Gaiman, N. (2008) The Graveyard Book. (D. McKean, Ill.). New York: Harper Collins.
312 pages. ISBN: 978-0-06-053092-l. (Hardcover). $17.99.
The first chapter, "How Nobody Came to the Graveyard," opens with
the intriguing line, "there was a hand in the darkness, and it held a
knife," and, with this, Neil Gaiman's The Graveyard Book is certain
to keep readers on the edge of their seats. What mystery surrounds
the murder of Bod's family-he a mere toddler who escapes the
murderers to live in the graveyard among the dead and near-dead?
Why are the murderers so intent on maintaining their secret fraternal organization and its Old Knowledge, and who are the Honor
Guard that protect Bod?
Bod (short for Nobody) Owens' graveyard home is unusual with its
ancient inhabitants dating back to pre-Roman times when an Indigo
man was buried inside the hill with his secret wealth as well as Caius
Pompeius who came with the Romans and stayed because he liked
the roads they built in this northern part of the British Isles. His
friends also represent the more recently departed from such eras as
those of Henry VIII, Elizabeth I, Victoria, and even through the 1920s
after which the graveyard was finally declared a "nature park."
While Bod tries to make a few living friends, even venturing out to
school, nothing seems to work as expected. At school he is viewed as
a bit too altruistic, making himself stand out rather than blend in as
he was supposed to, strange because he has actually come wanting
to learn and does not have a cell phone. And, ultimately, his former
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nemesis-the murderer of his family-initiates an intricate plan to kill him. It seems
that Bod is most accepted and understood by his graveyard friends who had long ago
realized that it "takes a graveyard" to raise a boy. The Graveyard Book is a wonderful
page-turner of a tale for fourth graders up. As Bod finally sets off into the world, we
will all eagerly await a sequel to find what happens next in his life.-KIA

Newbery Award Honor Books
Appelt, K. (2008) The Underneath. (D. Small, Ill.). New York: Atheneum Books for
Young Readers. 313 pages. ISBN-13:978-1-4169-5058-5. (Hardcover). $16.99.

The theme of The Underneath, by Kathi Appelt, might be summed up in the opening
line: "There is nothing lonelier than a cat who has been loved, at least for a while, and
then abandoned on the side of the road." Here is a story of love and abandonment-of
caring and responsibility. The central characters are an aging and wounded bloodhound who takes in an abandoned cat who is soon to deliver kittens. They must all hide
from the evil and always angry "Gar Face" who lives in the dilapidated house above
them-the dog in fear of kicks and the cat and kittens who fear being used as alligator
bait. But this is only one level of this story-sure to appeal to those who have loved
books such as Shiloh and Old Yeller.
There is another story tied to the ancient Caddo Indians who lived on this borderland
between Texas and Louisiana. Here we find the tale of Night Song, a beautiful cottonmouth snake, and Hawk Man, a free-flying bird, who fall in love and, changing into
humans, give birth to a daughter. However, Night Song is tricked by her mother into
returning to her original reptilian shape. In a type of poetic justice, her mother, known
to the reader as Grandmother Cottonmouth, is trapped for a thousand years in a clay
jar made by Night Hawk, set free at a climactic moment in the contemporary story
of our bloodhound and cats. Will she strike with her venomous mouth to bite and kill
them, or will she strike to help them? You will have to read the story to find out.
Kathi Appelt's The Underneath is a wonderful story, and David Small's sometimes
sweet, sometimes sinister, illustrations add to the overall tone of the story. The back
and forth between the contemporary and ancient stories may be a bit too challenging
for very young readers but will intrigue readers aged 10 and up.-KIA
Woodson, J. (2008) After Tupac and D Foster. New York: G. P Putnam's Sons. 153
pages. ISBN: 978-0-399-24654-8. (Hardcover): $15.99.

JACQUELINE WOODSON
N{ ... R(#
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The award-winning Jacqueline Woodson has constructed a "coming of age"
story, After Tupac and D Foster, set in 1996 in New York City's borough
of Queens. Early adolescent friends N eeka and an unnamed narrator are
fascinated by the music and tragic life of Tupac Shakur, which seems to
reflect some of the changes occurring in the world around them. During the
time involved in this story, a happenstance encounter with "D," a girl who
suddenly appears out of nowhere on their tightly knit city block, challenges
their narrow existence, and they become three friends-each with family
secrets and challenges.
As the story unfolds, we meet Neeka's older brother Tash, who is gay and in
prison for being in the wrong place at the wrong time. While their mother,
Miss Irene, is supportive and takes the family to visit him, she wants no
photographs to remember his stay, and N eeka describes "the loudest sound
in the world" as "the soft click of prison gates locking behind you ... how final
it is .... " All seems clearly cautionary in nature. Neeka's other older brother,
Jayjones, is planning on a major career as a pro basketball player but has
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not shown much sense of drive until he finally realizes that a few free throws will not
get him a scholarship to Georgetown as he has hoped. In contrast, the unnamed narrator lives across the street, alone with her mother and is always wanting to know about
her father from her mother who is far from forthcoming.
In the midst of all of this, D's life offers much that is new to the two friends. She comes
from a very different part of the city and lives in foster care, although always anticipating the return of her mother. In fact, her mother does return-shocking the two friends
by the fact that unlike all of them who are African American, she is white, but she is
equally careless in helping D to keep in touch, and so they lose contact.

As the story concludes, the two friends have grown and are planning to start a new
year of school, following Tupac's death but balanced by a few victories. After Tupac and
D Foster is a novel that will continue to haunt the early adolescent reader. And, as with
all of Jacqueline Woodson's novels, this Newbery honor novel is exquisitely written and
will not disappoint.-KIA

Law, I. (2008) Savvy. New York: Dial Books for Young Readers. 346 pages. ISBN: 9780-8037-3306-0. (Hardcover): $16.95.
Savvy, a New York Times bestseller as well as one of this year's Newbery Honor books,
is an interesting tale of the Beaumont family who all find their "savvy" or magical
powers on their 13th birthdays, powers which include such skills as the ability to call
up thunderstorms and create bursts of electricity. Mississippi or Mibs Beaumont,
eagerly awaiting her 13th birthday and a gift such as X-ray vision, finds everything on
hold when her beloved Poppa is involved in a multi-car pile-up. And when her younger
brother's hibernating turtle suddenly comes to life, she is convinced that
her "savvy" may well be a gift that can save her father's life, and so she
hatches a most unusual scheme to travel to his hospital in Salina, Kansas.
Hiding with her siblings and two somewhat friends in the Heartland Bible
Supply Company Bus filled with pink Bibles that no one wants to buy but
with a home address of Salina, they are sure Mibs' goal is soon to be realized. But when the bus heads in the wrong direction, how will Mibs handle
the predicament as an all-state alert goes out for these lost children?
They find adventure and friends along the way. One of the best friends,
Lill, sums up the moral of the story, ''You never can tell when a bad thing
might make a good thing happen .... " When the story of Mibs and her family
concludes, all is not really as she would have wished it to be. Her father
is alive, but he doesn't always "remember what day of the week it was or
whether or not he liked blueberries in his pancakes." And on really bad days
he couldn't find the right words for "newspaper or coffee," but Mibs is just
happy to have him home and alive. Now she is just waiting for her younger brother to
turn 13, and she even lets the reader in on a surprise she has learned through her real
"savvy," which is understanding or hearing secrets written on skin such as a tattoo or a
note on someone's hand. To learn this secret, you will have to read the story. Savvy is a
fun read, primarily for a female audience, aged 8 through 11.-KIA

Engle, M. (2008). The Surrender Tree: Poems of Cuba's Struggle for Freedom. New
York: Henry Holt and Company. 169 pages. ISBN-13:978-0-8050-8674-4. (Hardcover): $16.95
Margarita Engle's The Surrender Tree: Poems of Cuba's Struggle for Freedom is an
amazing work that manages in a slender volume to convey a broadly encompassing
perspective of the Cuban struggle for freedom-both by its landowners and its slaves.
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The author introduces a number of important historical figures from this time in
Cuba's struggle, using back and forth poetic responses to the world around them, thus
providing the reader an intimate sense of this war of independence that waged for the
latter half of the nineteenth century.
Narrators include the almost legendary Rosa la Bayamesa, a nurse who worked
primarily to heal the struggling Cubans but who also helped their enemies, many who
subsequently changed sides because of her care. She used herbal medicines learned
from childhood and experimentation-viewing her healing powers "as a gift from God."
Also heard are voices of the enemy, including the slave hunter, Lieutenant Death,
known by Rosa from childhood. Even though she saves his life as an adult he cannot
stop seeking her, intent on her death. Near the end he bemoans the fact that slavery
has actually ended so that "all the skills of my long life, all the arts of slavehunting will
be lost .... " And an even bigger player, Captain-General Valeriano Weyler y Nicolau,
Marquis of Tenerife, Empire of Spain, institutes the "first modern, systematic use of
concentration camps as a way of controlling rural civilian populations" in 1896 in Cuba,
rounding up rural populations and then slowly starving them to death in unlivable
conditions.
So much of humanity and of inhumanity is so wonderfully brought to life by Margarita
Engle in The Surrender Tree that it is no wonder it has won both one of this year's
Newbery Honor Medals but has also been named as this year's Pura Belpre Author
Award Winner.-KIA

PURA BELPRE A WARDS
Pura Belpre Author Award Winner
Engle, M. (2008). The Surrender Tree: Poems of Cuba's Struggle for Freedom. New
York: Henry Holt and Company. 169 pages. ISBN-13:978-0-8050-8674-4. (Hardcover): $16.95.
Reviewed above

Pura Belpre Illustrator Award Winner
Morales, Y. (2008). Just in Case: A Trickster Tale and Spanish Alphabet Book. New
York: Roaring Brook Press. Unpaged. ISBN-13: 978-1-59643-329-8. (Hardcover):
$17.95.
Just in Case: A Trickster Tale and Spanish Alphabet Book has won Yuyi Morales
not only a Pura Belpre Illustrator Award but also a Pura Belpre Author Honor
Award, and both clearly deserved. As a companion to Morales' earlier book, Just
a Minute, in which Senor Calavera attended Grandma Beetle's birthday with less
than the best of motives, he has now learned his lesson and is eager to attend
this year's party. But as he begins pedaling along on his bicycle, he is startled
by Zelmiro the Ghost who reminds him that he has forgotten to take Grandma a
present.

1, I

Each time Senor Calavera selects a present, however, Zelmiro fills him with
doubt that it might not be just right, continuing to repeat the refrain that "the
best present to give a friend is the thing she would love the most." Beginning with
un acorde6n or accordion, they progress through the alphabet, adding gift after
gift, to include una historieta or a one-of-a-kind comic book, un mono or a bow to
tie her hair, quince anos or 15 more years of life, all the way to yerbabuena, a good
herb to soothe her day. But, as Senor Calavera nears Grandma Beetle's home,
disaster strikes, and his plans seem to fall apart. Can they be repaired? Will he yet be
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able to find the perfect gift for Grandma Beetle-the one she would love the most? To
find out, you will have to read to story.
Children aged 4 to 10 will love this delightful tale of Seiior Calavera as he tries to discover just the right present for Grandma Beetle, and they can also learn some Spanish
words as they enjoy the bright and whimsical illustrations and engaging text.-KIA

Pura Belpre Author Honor Books
Morales, Y. (2008). Just in Case: A Trickster Tale and Spanish Alphabet Book. New
York: Roaring Brook Press. Unpaged. ISBN-13: 978-1 -59643-329-8. (Hardcover):
$17.95.
Reviewed above
Jimenez, F. (2008). Reaching Out. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. 200 pages.
ISBN-13: 978-0-618-03851-0. (Hardcover): $16.00.
In Reaching Out, the third of his heart-wrenching self-narratives, Francisco Jimenez
furthers his story begun in The Circuit and continued in Breaking Through of his childhood in a family of migratory farm workers who initially crossed illegally from Mexico
into the U.S., and even after gaining legal status still earned low wages and lived in
squalid conditions as sharecroppers. In this third installation, Jimenez has finally
completed high school and received a scholarship to attend college. The story opens
with his family's drive from their home-a hovel without drinkable water or an indoor
toilet-to the campus of Santa Clara University and ends with his graduation day.
Although he finds that he is different from his fellow students in many ways, faculty
and students reach out to help him.
While he is living in a time of turmoil including the lettuce and grape
boycotts initiated by Cesar Chavez, the assassination of Kennedy, and
Johnson's signing of the Civil Rights Act, Jimenez always feels pulled
from home-guilty if he does not work extra jobs to send money home.
He said that he always struggled with self-doubt about his own academic skills and his ability to adjust to the very different way of life at
college. But he still made friends, received an assistantship for graduate
work at Columbia University, and even met the girl he would eventually
marry. Jimenez said he wrote Reaching Out to "describe the experiences" of many students like him, to assist them and to "pay tribute to
teachers who reach out and make a difference." Now we must all wait
for part four to learn how Francisco Jimenez made the final step to his
present role in academic leadership at Santa Clara University.-KIA
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Gonzalez, L. (2008). The Storyteller's Candle I La Velita de los Cuentos.
(L. Delacre, Ill.). San Francisco: Children's Book Press. 32 pages.
ISBN-13:978-0-89239-222-3. (Hardcover): $16.95.
How appropriate-Lucia Gonzalez and Lulu Delacre's wonderful duallanguage biography of Pura Belpre, New York City's first Latina librarian, has itself been honored with two Belpre awards for excellence in
portraying the Latina culture. It is the winter of 1929, and young cousins, Hildamar
and Santiago, newly arrived from sunny, warm Puerto Rico, are concerned that the
Three Kings will not be able to find them to deliver their traditional presents. The
children feel isolated in this new city to which their families have come in hopes of a
better life during the early years of the Depression. Their Titi Maria will not even allow
them to visit the neighborhood library because she says it is not for "noisy niiios" like
them or Spanish speakers.
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But one day a special guest comes to the children's classroom-Pura Belpre. She is
from the public library and brings stories and puppets to share. When she speaks, her
hands move "through the air like the wings of a bird." She assures the children that
"the library is for everyone, la biblioteca es para todos." They spread this great news
throughout El Barrio, the neighborhood where they live and find Ms. Belpre's story
room a special place where she always lights her "storyteller's candle" before beginning
her story. After story time, she encourages each child to make a wish before she blows
out the candle. But, most special of all, she announces that this year, at the library,
they will be celebrating a big fiesta for "El Dia de los Reyes, Three Kings' Day," on
January 5 th • Both Hildamar and Santiago have parts in the play, and with everyone's
participation, they bring "the warmth and beauty of Puerto Rico to New York." The
Storyteller's Candle I La velita de los cuentos is a wonderful opportunity to learn about
a religious festivity not always celebrated in all parts of the U. S. as well as to learn
about Pura Belpre, a groundbreaking historical figure in librarianship. The text is well
written and clear, and the illustrations are delightful and beautifully wrought.-KIA

Pura Belpre Illustrator Honor Books
Dorros, A. (2008). Papa and Me. (R. Gutierrez, Ill.). New York: Harper Collins Children's Books. Unpaged. ISBN:978-0-06-058156-5. (Hardcover): $16.99.
In a simple book with free-flowing text and illustrations, blending
English and Spanish words, a young boy and his papa spend an
enjoyable day together beginning with a song in the morning and
a special breakfast that is sabroso, very tasty, before they go on
a trip to the park. At the park the little boy splashes in water
puddles, so that his papa calls him Agua Man, Water Man. He
climbs in tree branches, and they trace pictures of each other's
faces in the sand at the waterside. Finally, as they ride home on
the bus Papa shares a special story, un cuento, from his boyhood,
and the little boy shares his own story. To end this perfect day,
they race home from the bus stop to find the little boy's grandparents, his abuelos, waiting at their apartment as a surprise with
hugs, abrazos, to go all around. Children aged 3 to 6 will enjoy this
story of a young boy's adventures with his papa.-KIA
Gonzalez, L. (2008). The Storyteller's Candle I La Velita de los
Cuentos. (L. Delacre, Ill.). San Francisco: Children's Book Press. 32
pages. ISBN-13:978-0-89239-222-3. (Hardcover): $16.95.
Reviewed above
Tafolla, C. (2008). What Can You Do with a Rebozo? (A. Cordova, Ill.). Berkeley:
Tricycle Press. Unpaged. ISBN-13:978-1-58246-220-2. (Hardcover): $14.95.
What Can You Do with a Rebozo? is a delightful book with creative, playful text and
delicious, brightly colored illustrations. A rebozo, or shawl, has been used by women
in Mexico for centuries. It serves practical purposes such as providing warmth on cool
evenings or a "cozy cradle" to carry a baby. A rebozo can also be strictly an object of
beauty as the little girl's mother spreads it "like a butterfly to pretty up her dress for
Sunday morning" or her big sister twirls it "'round and 'round," roping "it through her
shiny hair." It can be a face mask at a birthday party when striking at a candy-filled
pifi.ata, a sash when playing "pirate at sea," or even "a flying cape" for a "superhero." So
many uses for one simple object, but our little narrator tells us that what she likes to
do most with a re bozo is "DANCE!" She swirls and leaps, enjoying herself until she falls
asleep and her mother covers her with-guess what, her mother's own "red rebozo."
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This is a wonderful book for young children aged 4 through 8 who will enjoy all the colorful movement in the illustrations and the simple, lyrical text. What Can You Do with
a Rebozo? can easily lead children to thoughts of many more uses for a rebozo.-KIA

CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARDS
Coretta Scott King Book Award Medal Winner: Author
Nelson, K. (2008). We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball. New York:
Jump At the Sun/Hyperion. 88 pp. ISBN: 978-078680832-8. (Hardcover);
$18.99.
One of the master illustrators of contemporary children's literature, Kadir Nelson,
reveals himself to be doubly talented: not only is he a brilliant artist, he is a masterful
writer as well. We Are the Ship, Nelson's first published book as a children's author,
is the product of the author's 8 years of meticulous research about the Negro baseball
league, as well as his passion for the game, and a spot-on sense of how to bring history
to life with text and illustration. Arranged as "innings," chapters build the history of
the Negro baseball league, woven together with stories of the charismatic men who
were among its first organizers and players. Writing with warmth and a playfully
conversational style, Nelson draws the reader into the story of the league, not as dry
history, but as the living, breathing struggles and triumphs of men who were not only
amazing athletes, but also made important contributions to the fight for equal rights
in their own ways. Nelson's passion for their stories expresses itself in his stunning oil
painting illustrations, inspired by archival photographs. The vantage point of Nelson's
illustrations is low, as if the viewer is kneeling in the grass in front of the ball players, looking up to take a photograph. Under Nelson's brush, players' hands become
larger-than-life, symbols that couple with the players' determined stares and confident
stances to evoke strength and power. In addition to the brilliant artistry of the illustrations, Nelson was careful to maintain historic accuracy. The author's note in the end
matter discusses how Nelson strove to be faithful to history in even small choices, such
as the teams' uniform colors. Additional end matter includes endnotes by chapter, an
extensive index, a selected bibliography and filmography, and lists of Negro leaguers
who made it to the major leagues and the Baseball Hall of Fame. This is an informational book not just for the upper elementary, middle school, and young adult baseball
fan; it is an important book that will appeal even to those who
previously knew little about the Negro league or even the history of
baseball itself. By the time I turned the last page, I was yearning
for spring, when, hot dog in hand, I could hear the sharp crack of
the bat as a ball was sent soaring into the sky above the baseball
diamond. -LvB

Coretta Scott King Book Award Honor Books:
Author
Thomas, J.C. (2008). The Blacker the Berry. (F. Cooper, Ill.). New
York: Amistad. Unpaged. ISBN: 978- 0-06-025375-2. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Joyce Carol Thomas is a national literary treasure, a poet who has
won multiple Coretta Scott King honors, as well as the National
Book Award. In The Blacker the Berry, she has created a collection
of poems that celebrate the beauty of African American children,
for "Colors, without black/ couldn't sparkle quite so bright" and
"The darker the berry/ The sweeter the juice." Each poem is told
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from a different child's perspective as the narrator compares himself/herself to beautiful fruits-raspberries, blackberries, cranberries, coffee berries, boysenberries-all
are seen in the glowing, happy faces of young children. Interestingly, one young girl
compares herself to snowberries, wishing sometimes to be "black / as midnight / and
moonless water," but still thankful for her African American heritage. The illustrations
that so exquisitely fill the pages behind the poems were created by multiple Coretta
Scott King honor-winner Floyd Cooper. Cooper's work glows with a vibrant life and is
in perfect harmony with Thomas' poems.-LvB

Smith, H.A. (2008). Keeping the Night Watch. (E.B. Lewis, Ill.). New York: Henry Holt
and Company. 80 pp. ISBN: 978-080507202-0. (Hardcover); $18.95.
Arranged as four seasons of poetry, Hope Anita Smith's collection tells the story of
13-year-old C.J. and his family, who are trying to figure out how to be a family again
now that Daddy has returned after walking out on the family. Smith's poems capture
with honesty the very real messiness of learning to forgive a loved one who has so
profoundly let you down. As C.J. says one night while doing the dinner dishes, "'This is
a mess.'/ Grandmomma knows right away/ I'm not talking about the dishes./ She hugs
me and says,/ 'No, this is family"' (p. 4). E.B. Lewis, previous winner of the Caldecott
honor and Coretta Scott King illustrator award, brings another layer of emotion to the
poems through his sensitive illustrations set against sparse backgrounds.-LvB
Weatherford, C.B. (2008). Becoming Billie Holiday. (F. Cooper, Ill.). Honesdale, PA:
Wordsong. 120
pp. ISBN: 978-159078507-2. (Hardcover); $19.95.
The voice of Lady herself, singing the mournful blues, whispers in the reader's ears as
one reads Becoming Billie Holiday. Carole Boston Weatherford
tells the story of Lady's life in a series of poems-"God Bless
the Child," "Jeepers Creepers," "I Gotta Right to Sing the
Blues,"-each poem titled with one of Holiday's classic songs.
The poems convey tremendous yearning, passion, and the
intoxication of powerful music. The book explores not just
the timeline of Holiday's life, but the very human struggles
and obstacles she had to overcome in order to become a jazz
legend. The darkest corners of Holiday's life are revealed, from
being sexually abused and neglected as a child, to turning
tricks while waiting to make it to the big time. Floyd Cooper's
multimedia, sepia-toned illustrations are alternately haunting,
dreamlike, and raw with human feeling. While Becoming Billie
Holiday is clearly for young adult readers, Weatherford's Before
John Was a Jazz Giant (2008, Henry Holt) is a jazz biography
for the elementary-age reader. Weatherford is able to use
her poetry to translate her love of jazz and African American
history to readers of all ages. End matter explains how Weatherford drew heavily on oral histories for her subject matter.
Becoming includes brief biographies for other musicians, such
as Louis Armstrong, who are mentioned in the book. A short list
of references and suggested discography is provided.-LvB
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Coretta Scott King Book Award Medal Winner: Illustrator
Thomas, J.C. (2008). The Blacker the Berry. (F. Cooper, Ill.). New York: Amistad.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-06-025375-2. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Reviewed above.

Coretta Scott King Book Award Honor Books: Illustrator
Nelson, K. (2008). We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball. New York:
Jump At the Sun/Hyperion. 88 pp. ISBN: 978-078680832-8. (Hardcover);
$18.99.
Reviewed above.
Weatherford, C.B. (2008). Before John was a Jazz Giant: A song of John Coltrane. (S.
Qualls, Ill.). New York: Henry Holt and Company.
A beautiful book that explores how the seemingly
quotidian events in Coltrane's early life became rich
sources of inspiration for his music. The text is sparse,
but dense with imagery and description. The lively
illustrations convey music and energy through sinuous lines, bubbles of color dancing across pages, and
artful design and layout. The author's note provides
substantive biographical information about Coltrane,
with details that will be of interest to elementary school
children. While the suggested further readings will be
helpful to readers who want to learn more, the suggest
discography is equally important.-LvB

Coretta Scott/John Steptoe New Talent
Award
Elliott, Z. (2008). Bird. (S. Strickland, Ill.). New York:
Lee & Low Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-1-60060241-2. (Hardcover); $19.95.
Contemporary fiction deals with real life issues, including the messy ones. Substance abuse is never an easy
topic to address with children, but Zelta Elliot's Bird
tells the story of how the drug addiction of Mehkai's older
brother affects the entire family, especially elementaryschool age Mehkai, also
known as Bird. Drawing has always been one of the things Bird loves to do most, and
now it becomes an outlet for him to explore how he's feeling about what's happening to
his brother. Pencil to paper, Bird captures memories of better times with his brother,
and his dreams for the future. While Bird's brother loses not only his battle with
addiction, but also his life, Elliott gently relates the events in a way that emphasizes
the love and family support on which Bird draws in coping with the tragedy, and the
book ends with a sense of peace. Shadra Strickland's watercolor and grey line illustrations bring a quiet, soft tone to the book, which further helps to keep the topic from
becoming overwhelming to young readers. One point to consider, however, is that after
the death of Bird's brother, Bird tells Uncle Son that he wishes he could have done
something to help his brother. Uncle Son replies," You can fix a broken wing with a
splint, and a bird can fly again ... but you can't fix a broken soul." While this addresses
the importance of helping Bird understand that he was not responsible for his brother's
addiction and death, it also reinforces the stereotype that drug users cannot overcome
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their addictions and become healthy. A small point of concern in a beautiful book, but
one to perhaps address with readers.-LvB

THEODOR SEUSS GEISEL MEDALS
Theodor Seuss Geisel Medal Winner
Willlems, M. (2008). Are You Ready to Play Outside? New York: Hyperion. 55 pp.
ISBN: 978-142311347-8. (Hardcover); $8.99.
Gerald and Piggie are back! And this time they want to play outside. Unfortunately,
the rain makes for one very unhappy little Piggie. That is until
she and Gerald take a cue from the worms and discover the joys
of rainy day play-the splashing, the skipping, the jumping! Hey,
maybe rainy days can be fun after all ... but, wait now that they like
the rain, it has stopped. Drat (sigh). Good thing Gerald is one clever
elephant and figures out a way to bring the rain to Piggie. A winner
of three Caldecott honors, last year's Geisel medal for There is a Bird
on Your Head! (2007, Hyperion), and six Emmy Awards for his work
with Sesame Street, Mo Willems shows us once again that he is one
of those rare and amazing big people who can actually still see the
world with a young child's sense of delight and love for silliness.LvB

Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor Books
Campbell, S.C., & Campbell, R.P. (2008). Wolfsnail: A Backyard
Predator. Honesdale, PA: Boyds Mills Press. 32 pp. ISBN: 978-159078-554-6. (Hardcover); $16.95.
Small creatures hold such fascination for young children. With all
their curiosity about the world, children love to crouch down for a
closer look at something tiny or gently hold it in the palm of their
hands for inspection. Sarah & Richard Campbell capture this fascination in Wolfsnail, taking readers along as they patiently observe the small wonders of
the wolfsnail. Photographs capture the snail's beautiful details, from delicate feelers
and oh-so tiny eyes to the lip extensions that look like a little moustache. Wolfsnail
is beginning informational text at its best; kindergarteners will love this book! End
matter includes additional wolfsnail facts and a glossary.-LvB
Davis, E. (2008). Stinky. New York: Toon Books. 40 pp. ISBN: 978-0-9799238-4-5.
(Hardcover); $12.95.
With the legendary graphic artist Art Spiegelman as its series editor, Toon Books,
a division of the graphic novel publishing house RAW Junior, is dedicated to using
the graphic novel format as a way to engage emergent readers in a love of books and
reading. Stinky is certain to do both. The humorous tale of Stinky, a grouchy, little
woodland monster who is afraid of children yet has to face his fears when a new boy
builds a tree house in the stinky swamp, will keep young readers turning the pages
with delight. Luckily, once readers have devoured Stinky, they can turn to the other
wonderful beginning graphic novels in the Toon Books collection-an innovative and
welcome addition to the beginning reader library!-LvB

Grant, J.A. (2008). Chicken Said, "Cluck!" (Truesdell, S., Ill.). New York: HarperCollins. 32 pp. ISBN: 978-0-06-028723-8. (Hardcover); $16.99.
First-time children's author Judyann Ackerman Grant brings us a delightful beginning reader filled with playful humor. Earl and Pearl want nothing more than to shoo
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Chicken away from their pumpkin patch, what with all Chicken's clucking and scratching in the dirt ... that is until the grasshoppers arrive. "Jump! In the garden. Nibble.
Jump on the pumpkins! Nibble. Nibble." (p. 19). Luckily for the young gardeners
Chicken knows just what to do to save the pumpkin patch. A delightfully fun story of
discovering friends and teamwork, Chicken said, "Cluck!" leaves the reader hoping that
this is only the first of many stories in the adventures of Earl, Pearl, and Chicken.LvB

Seeger, L.V. (2008). One Boy. New York: Roaring Book Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-159643-274-1. (Hardcover); $14.95.
Following the success of First the Egg (2007, Roaring Brook Press), her Caldecott
and Geisel honor book, Laura Vaccaro Seeger has created another delightful book for
pre- and emergent readers. A math concept book, One Boy uses clever die-cuts as peeka-boos into the next illustration; the reader is kept guessing what the next object and
word will be as they count along. Each page turn reveals how words fit within words,
and at the end, reveals how all of the objects are actually pictures that the boy has
painted and taped up on the wall. A must have for the preschooler or kindergartener in
your life!-LvB

ROBERT F. SIBERT INFORMATIONAL MEDALS
Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Medal Winner
Nelson, K. (2008). We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball. New York:
Jump At the Sun/Hyperion. 88 pp. ISBN: 978-078680832-8. (Hardcover);
$18.99.
Reviewed above.

Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Honor Winners
Deem, J.M. (2008). Bodies from the Ice: Melting Glaciers and the Recovery of the Past.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. 58 pp. ISBN: 978-0-618-80045-2. (Hardcover); $17.00.
James Deem, author of Bodies from the Ash: Life and Death in Ancient Pompeii (2004,
Houghton Mifflin) and Bodies from the Bog (1998, Houghton Mifflin), brings us another
exploration of ancient human corpses that have been preserved
by natural elements. While that may sound more than slightly
macabre, Bodies from the Ice reads like a scientific mystery narrative rather than a grisly post-mortem. As Deem explores different
glacial mummies in each chapter, through artful writing and use
of photographs, he rouses our scientific curiosity. Whether he is
telling the story of the discovered corpse of mountain climber George
Mallory or the children sacrificed by the ancient Incas, Deem does so
in a way that is both engaging and appropriate for his upper elementary and middle school audience. End matter includes extensive
bibliography and index.-LvB
Kerley, B. (2008). What to Do About Alice?: How Alice Roosevelt
Broke the Rules, Charmed the World, and Drove Her Father
Teddy Crazy! (E. Fotheringham, Ill.). New York: Scholastic
Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-439-92231-9. (Hardcover);
$16.99.
There is something quite endearing about the idea of children living in the White
House, and laughing down the halls of what is such a serious place. Long before the
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public was fascinated with Malia and Sasha Obama, Alice Roosevelt and her antics
made the daily headlines, alternately amusing and shocking the country. Barbara
Kerley, in her second Sibert honor book (the first was in 2005 for Walt Whitman,
2004, Scholastic), brings Alice's adventures to life with humor and delight. Edwin
Fotheringham's illustrations show Alice with a twinkle to the eyes and a mischievous
grin that go straight to our heart, for here is a strong, spirited girl-sliding down the
White House grand staircase on a dining room tray, surprising guests with her pet
snake, making her father, Teddy Roosevelt, exclaim, "I can be president of the United
States, or I can control Alice. I cannot possibly do both." A rompingly fun book that also
provides a humorous look at just what it means to be a "proper" young lady has evolved
over time.-LvB
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